
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ______________ to have his life!1. (like)should like

____________________ something about it?2. (I/not/know/?)Should I not know

A man _____________________ his own desires at the expense of his
wife's health, comfort or inclination.
3.

(not/gratify)
should not gratify

I determined that the weeds ___________________ on the field of battle.4.
(not/sleep)

should not sleep

If this kind of business led to anything, I _________________ no; but just
give me the names of five advocates here in Paris who by the time that they
are fifty are making fifty thousand francs a year!

5.

(not/say)

should not say

He ___________________ she was much in prisoner's thoughts.6.
(not/think)

should not think

And _______________________ so?7. (why/it/not/be/?)why should it not be

Those who contemplate building __________________ to subscribe.8.
(not/fail)

should not fail

Yet I __________________ any wanton outrage from them.9. (not/fear)should not fear

Through the bare branches of the plane-trees he could just see the
procession, could see the hats coming off the people's heads-a lot of them
would catch colds, he ___________________!

10.

(not/wonder)shouldn't wonder

It ____________ open on one side.11. (be)should be

He was considering what he ____________.12. (do)should do

We ______________ no power to save him then.13. (have)should have

I may hint at it, but you ________________.14. (not/ask)shouldn't ask

And __________________________ them?15. (why/he/not/utter/?)why should he not utter
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But he _________________ that she thought of him.16. (not/see)should not see

It is well that you _______________.17. (marry)should marry

Pistol-shooting is pleasant sport enough, and there is no reason why you
______________________ it like other young fellows.
18.

(not/practise)should not practise

I used to be scared to death, when he'd want any thing done, for fear I
_______________ it right.
19.

(not/do)shouldn't do

You understand, then, distinctly, that I do not believe there is anything
about this singular little neighbor of mine which is as it ________________.
20.

(not/be)
should not be
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